
ENGLISH 101 ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY TOPICS

Argumentative Essay Topics Recommended by Top College Tutors Argumentative papers exist to check student's
English and ability to think critically .

What sorts of punishments or restrictions should be given by parents? You are running for office and speaking
to voters in your district. People can be religious without attending the church. Technology indeed changed
our lives, but how much? Hunting was a natural way of obtaining food for our predecessors. Do you consider
that lie could be justified in the cases when it leads to goodness? It is important to read all relevant literature to
add ideas that oppose personal opinion. Should churches and religious institutions be required to pay taxes?
You are a doctor writing a letter to your congress person. PDF books vs. Gender does not have an influence on
learning abilities of students. Conclusion 6. Is it right to hold back students with poor academic results? How
the chores should be distributed in the family? The penalty for drunk driving should be jail time. Address
students who are interested in becoming a doctor. Should Charities Focus More on America? Here are a few
examples to get you started: Should We Legalize Torture? Should you intervene when someone is in an
abusive relationship? Write an editorial for or against the idea of instituting same-sex schooling. Should
cigarettes be sold? These controversial topics are always very interesting. Using the question and answer
format helps you to clearly organize your essay. How much responsibility should be placed on the student.
Can video games be considered sports? Is technology affecting the environment? What benefits do college
graduates receive compared to people who don't go to college? Have women become objects thanks to
advertising? What sort of student would do especially well at your college? If some people support the
antithesis, then your thesis is obviously debatable. Education Argument Essay Topics Should single sex
education be provided at schools? Start with a great hook to capture attention. Should adults stop drinking
milk? Technology: Many of the debates that are happening today are regarding technology. Is it right for a
pregnant teenager to keep the baby? Do teachers have to give out homework tasks on the weekends? What
makes a great class and what makes a superior teacher? What is the value of rituals like hazing? Is it important
that they learn to communicate effectively in formal ways? A recent study says that school-age children are 90
seconds slower in running a mile than their parents were at that age. Is techno really music? People should
read more books.


